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This remarkable business allegory tells a fascinating story in presenting the key principles of

Napoleon Hillâ€™s revolutionary bestseller Think and Grow Rich. While you follow a struggling

young entrepreneur through a life-changing series of encounters with some of todayâ€™s foremost

business leaders and inspirational figures, youâ€™ll find encouragement and motivation to believe in

yourself, discover your own Personal Success Equationâ„¢, and to never give up. You are just three

feet from gold! A century ago Napoleon Hill began the research that ultimately resulted in his

extraordinary bestseller Think and Grow Rich. Since its publication in 1937, with more than 100

million copies sold worldwide, the book has inspired generations of men and women to turn their

dreams into reality with its wise and effective principles of self-motivation, leadership, service, and

achievement culled from Hillâ€™s interviews with visionaries of his day. Now, a hundred years later,

in Three Feet from Gold, a young entrepreneur whose life is falling apart finds himself retracing

Hillâ€™s steps after a serendipitous encounter with a powerful businessman who sees the young

manâ€™s potential and sets him on a challenging journey of personal, spiritual, and financial

growth. Sharon L. Lechterâ€•co-author of the #1 New York Times best-seller Rich Dad Poor

Dadâ€•and Greg S. Reidâ€• a successful author, and in-demand motivational speakerâ€•have given

us more than the story of one manâ€™s dogged pursuit of success. They deliver an effective

equation for accomplishing goals that calls for combining passion and talent, taking action with the

right association, and above all else, having faith that you are on the right path.
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Before writing this review, I did something I very rarely do; I went in and read a few of the other

reviews. I purposely don't do that because I don't want the other reviews to influence my own words,

but I had already made up my mind on what I wanted to say and something caught my eye in the

reviews. So anyway, THREE FEET FROM GOLD, by Sharon Lechter and Greg Reid has some

mixed reviews, to say the least.I'm going to give some credibility to the nay-sayers first. It is quite a

stretch to believe that a total stranger, after a one-time meeting of only a few minutes, would put up

thousands of dollars of their own money to send someone on such a pilgrimage as what is

described here. I love parables, but even as parables go, that is a bit of a stretch. So we can

certainly settle on this; the story is a little hoaky and more than a little unbelievable.Now, putting that

aside, let's look at the content and relevance of this book. The book begins by taking it's namesake

from the story Napoleon Hill tells of in "Think and Grow Rich" about R.U. Darby, the man who sold

his gold mine to a junk dealer, only to learn later that he was only 3 feet from a major vein. The

moral being, never give up, you may only be 3 feet from gold.From this lesson, the subject of the

story, Greg, goes on a once in a million lifetimes journey to meet some of the most incredible

mentors and successes of our time. The cast of characters in this portion of the "parable" are 100%

real, their stories are real, and their message is real.If you destroy books the way I do, you'll end up

with highlights, underlines, arrows and margin notes of virtually every page. The cast of mentors is

broad and obviously a lot of work went into gathering this information.

The book reminded me in some ways of the One Minute Manager books. Rather than simply laying

out the content in a text book format or a series of short anecdotes, it's written as a novel. What I

love about this style of teaching is that it is both educational and entertaining. Once I started reading

it, I couldn't put it down. Stories are generally easier for people to remember than mere facts.In this

story, a man named Greg is going through personal adversity in his business and his personal life.

Greg meets a super-successful businessman, Jonathon Buckland. During his personal journey, he

meets with a series of real life successful men and women who share their secrets of

success--particularly the value of persistence through adversity.While the story is fictional, most of

the people he meets along the way are real people with real lessons that they have learned from

their own experiences. This helps bring the ideas and lessons they share out of the "ivory tower" of

theory and into the real world of everyday men and women.I liked the way the main character has



very real and contemporary problems, but learns how to overcome them with positive persistence

and a commitment to self-improvement. As a big fan of Napoleon Hill, I loved the way Hill's

teachings are woven into the story. While Greg receives a helping hand from his friends, it's clear

that the reason they are helping him is because the gradual improvement in his own attitude and a

sincere desire to help improve the lives of other people.I believe that a great book is worth more

than it's weight in gold. That is because wisdom and relationships are more valuable than money.

Wise thought is the "stuff" that is used to create wealth and success.
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